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“Innovation
District” Big Draw
for Big Business

Immigration debate:
future is at stake
Read the full story on page 7

By Alex Paduch

I

n recent years, Boston’s once dingy waterfront has been
given a new lease on life. Restaurants, businesses and
tourism have seen massive growth in a short time span.
“A few years ago, the area became known as the
‘Innovation District’- an area that is going to change the
face of Boston,” said Richard McGuinness, deputy director of Waterfront Planning at the Boston Redevelopment
Authority.
Incentive programs from the city have lured both highprofile companies as well as small businesses.
“The area is designed to be a business hub in the daytime, and an entertainment center in the evening,” said
McGuinness.
One of the most important ports during colonial times,
the Harbor became neglected during the 1900s, and by the
1960s planning was underway to clean up and modernize
the area. In the last decade, with a push from Governor
Deval Patrick and Mayor Thomas M. Menino, the waterfront is evolving into one of the city’s top neighborhoods.
One business that broke ground on the waterfront is Vertex, a pharmaceutical company formerly of
Cambridge. Founded in 1989, it specializes in research
and marketing of patented drugs. Their new 1.1 million
square foot facility will replace their current headquarters in the crowded tech and life-science hub of neighboring Cambridge.
“Higher education and life-sciences are a major part of
this state’s economy,” said Mark Allio, Regional Director
of the Massachusetts Small Business Development
Center Network, a group that offers free services to
business in order to help succeed in today’s competitive

businesses continues on page 2

Mo’ fish, mo’ problems
By Georgina Asadu

W
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Melania Bruno, 62, of Puerto Rico, rallies with immigration activists as part of the “Not One More” protest.

ith the Boston Harbor being restored, the local
fishing industry was expected to improve, but
it is getting worse than before.The conservation
offices in Boston have limited the fishing rate to protect
marine life in the ocean.
“The limit for cod for a year can be caught in three
hours,” said Sal Patania, owner and president of Ideal
Seafood.
Immediately after the Harbor was refreshed, the fish
became healthier than they were before, and the human
consumption rate went up. Fishermen caught more fish to
meet global demand. But this endangered the balance of
wildlife in the ocean, according to Will Clark, a lead Harbor
explorer of Save the Harbor/ Save the Bay.
“We are trying to get the level of fishing effort to match
the reproduction of fish in the ocean every year,” said
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Out with the old, in with the
new: luxury housing may force
longtime residents to move
By Alice Xiao

I

f Whitey Bulger were to walk the
streets of South Boston today, he
might find it shockingly different
from his Winter Hill Gang days. What
once was a neighborhood of mostly
working-class Irish-Americans and
housing projects is now a thriving entertainment district with high-rise luxury apartment buildings. This change
in South Boston reflects a wider trend
along all of Boston’s waterfront.
“Years ago, I could buy a house
for $5,000 in Charlestown...now,
how the hell are you gonna buy a
house?” said Bill Purvis, 75, who has
lived in Boston his entire life. “Older
people on fixed income, unless they
already own a house, can’t afford to
live in Charlestown and South Boston
anymore.”
He and other longtime residents are
wary of the new housing in the area.
“The luxury apartments squeeze
out the low income subsidy housing,”
said Catherine O’Keefe, 45, a longtime resident of Harbor Point on the
Bay, an apartment complex with both
subsidized and market-rate luxury
housing.“If you sneeze the wrong way
they’ll find a way to get rid of you.”
The Boston Redevelopment
Authority requires that between 12
and 15 percent of new residential
complexes be set aside for affordable
housing, according to City Councillor
Bill Linehan. At Harbor Point the subsidized rate is 30 percent of the residents’ incomes.
Purvis and O’Keefe were commenting on the rising property values in
and around the waterfront generally,
particularly with regards to new development and the rise of expensive

housing, factors which are helping to
push the value of all real estate in those
areas higher. This is happening both in
older waterfront areas as well as new
ones. According to Census data, from
1998 to 2002, the average price for a
South Boston apartment rose from
$160,000 to $299,000. Today, for a
one bedroom luxury apartment in the
Seaport District or the South Boston
waterfront area, monthly rent can
range from $1,000 to $4,500 or more,
and listing price can run for more than
$750,000.
New apartment buildings, such
as The Lofts at Atlantic Wharf, have
attracted younger populations and
increased property values. They’ve
brought scores of young professionals and artists to the waterfront, along
with a buzzing nightlife, new restaurants and entertainment.
“The area’s much nicer [than before],” said Bruce Berman from Save
the Harbor/Save the Bay, a non-profit
public interest organization. “I’m not
so romantic about the waterfront when
the harbor was soapy and there wasn’t
any housing at all. Now the greenway
is there, the parks are there...and everyone can use it.”
Still, with the rise in property values, longtime residents may feel like
they can’t live in the area anymore.
Even younger natives may have trouble affording it.
“With student loans and other debt,
how can a young couple buy a house
now?” asked Purvis, the trolley tour
driver.
Berman also had reservations.
“I’m delighted that people can use
the harbor area, but that’s it. I’m not
for the rich, I’m for everyone else.”
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Bee’s Knees Supply Co. opened in March and gives a rustic, market feel in a booming area in Boston.
businesses continued from page 1

market. “The city is trying to leverage that by
developing the waterfront into an attractive
place for local businesses to stay.”
A seasoned professional in the business arena, Allio has seen the growth of
Massachusetts’ economy in the past decade,
especially in the ‘Innovation District’.
Multi-million dollar companies are not
the only beneficiaries of the changing landscape in the neighboring Seaport District,
however. Fort Point Channel, a small borough
between the waterfront and South Boston, finally has a full-scale market. The Bee’s Knees
Supply Company opened its doors in March
and is a grocery store that houses a café and
other unique sections within. The store has
a “vintage, old-school market feel,” according to Gretchen Torrey, Director of Product
Development.

The boom in the area is a reflection of the
young population that is prominent in the city,
said Torrey. According to McGuinness, onethird of Boston’s population is ages 20-34.
“We really want to keep that important demographic employed here,” said McGuinness.
“The future of the neighborhood as
a whole looks very good. They call it the
‘Innovation District’ for a reason. There are
more people around than ever before, and in
addition to business, it has really become an
entertainment destination,” said Torrey.
In addition, McGuinness noted that the
area is not just for businesses. The goal is for
at least 40 percent of the construction on the
waterfront to be residential.
“We are going to see more growth in this
district over the next five to 10 years than
what’s going to happen in the entire city,” said
McGuinness.

Waterfront restaurants blend tradition, new styles
By Jessica Simpson

L

ouis DiBiccari was comfortably
dressed in a black T-shirt, Red Sox
cap, khaki shorts and a black bracelet he bought from his travels in Argentina.
Influential cookbooks were displayed and
the air was pure as Usher Raymond’s “Let It
Burn” set the mood over the stereo.
Matt, the local farmer from Sparrow Arc
Farm delivered the produce and marked the
“first day of summer” at DiBiccari’s newly
opened restaurant Tavern Road Street Foods.
Painted on the sidewall of the eating area
stands a thirty-foot mural of DiBiccari’s
uncle Adio DiBiccari and Arcangelo
Cascieri, his uncle’s brother-in-law and business partner on either side of the art studio
they ran in the 60s and 70s.
“We wanted to plant our feet in the
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ground to make it known that this is an
artist community and always will be,” the
chef said.
DiBiccari, 38, founded his modern, graffiti-style restaurant alongside his brother
Michael in February of 2013. After traveling and planning for a year and a half, he
opened the restaurant in Fort Point.
It’s an eclectic fusion of both art and food.
As art is influenced by different cultures of
the world, so is the way people eat.
The chef admitted the difficulty in finding people who actually know Fort Point,
although other young chefs are taking their
food there. Among them is Chef Barbara
Lynch, founder of Barbara Lynch Gruppo, a
collection of food businesses, three of which
are in Fort Point. Across from Tavern Road
is Sportello, Lynch’s modern, chic restaurant

that serves entrees of oyster
mushrooms, favas, and calabrian chili.
Founded in 1994, Sleeper
Street’s Barking Crab embraces a classic maritime
menu. Originally called
Venus Seafood in the Rough,
with a sister restaurant in
Newport, Rhode Island, this
food phenomenon is recognized for its stellar seafood.
Food-lovers congregate
this ocean-hearted emporium because of its outdoor
space and its 4.5-pound clam bake meal of
lobster, potato, corn, chowder, and clams.
“They love it; they love what we do,”
said general manager of the Barking Crab
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Benjamin Korman.
But the operators of these food palaces
think beyond the stomachs of their eaters,
hoping to also influence their spirits.
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Islands rich in history, from garbage to hospital
By Emmanuel Dolin

B

oston was not always the
clean city it is today. It took
15 years of cleaning up to revive Spectacle Island, one of Boston
Harbor’s most visited places.
Boston used to take all of its
trash and throw it onto the island,
which continued until the residents
of Boston sued the city. It took city
10 years of burning trash on the island to get rid of all of the pollution.

explore the history of each island,”
said Hebb.
Long Island is the biggest island
of the Harbor and there is a long
bridge that connects it to Boston.
Still, today, Long Island contains
hospitals, shelters for homeless
people of downtown Boston and
amazingly, a library, according to a
Boston Harbor cruise.
The Boston Harbor offers visitor tours and stories of the islands

“Among the many reasons that could motivate
people to visit Boston Harbor, I know for sure that
people need to come enjoy the beauty and explore
the history of each island,” said Hebb.
After more than a decade of cleaning, Spectacle Island then became a
summer playground for swimmers,
boaters, hikers and nature-lovers.
There are 34 islands in the
Boston Harbor. During the Civil
War, they were used for homes, hospitals, military bases and jails.
They are now under the protection of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts and the National
Park Service. According to Allen
Hebb, a park ranger supervisor, the
islands of Boston Harbor represent
an educational place where history
is being honored.
“Among the many reasons that
could motivate people to visit Boston
Harbor, I know for sure that people
need to come enjoy the beauty and

through both private and public
cruises. Visitors are allowed to visit
some of the islands, however, some
islands cannot support visitors due
to dangerous species of birds.
In order to keep the islands clean
and protected, the Commonwealth
and NPS created the “Carry-In,
Carry-Out” policy. It obligates all
visitors to bring back everything that
they brought on any of the islands.
Joe Kenway, a park ranger at
NPS, stated that, the islands are not
only signs of history, but they are
also playing a role in the country’s
economy. Though the cruises and
tour visits, the Boston Harbor has
raised tens of thousands of dollars
each year, he said.
“I remember that my boss told

The Boston Harbor houses Castle Island, one of 34 islands in the basin.
me, like per season... $250,000 is
raised,” said Wesley Thompson, another park ranger at NPS.
Previously, the islands of the
Boston Harbor were private places
and mistreated. Today, they are a
collection of the most interesting
places in the city that have re-energized the beauty of Boston.

Conservation efforts renew Harbor
spur return of wildlife, tourists

By Nireida Pontes

M

any years ago the Boston Harbor — site of the
famous Tea Party — was the dirtiest harbor in the
United States. The waste produced by the city
was thrown into the waters of the Harbor.
According to Peter Shelley, of the Conservation Law
Foundation, those in charge of treating all the wastes were
not spending enough money to do a good job, and most of
it was going directly to the harbor. These wastes were turning the harbor into a dead zone, preventing people from
swimming and causing public health issues. Parents who
were bringing their children to the beach were exposing
them to infectious diseases.
“If you looked at the water there would be oil on the
surface or there would be rats and dead things floating,”
Shelley said. “People and fishes were harmed by these pollutions in the water. The harbor was a mess,” he said.
“Every day there was between 70 and 80 tons of solid
human waste material that were being discharged right
next to the airport and at South Boston beach too,” said
Shelley.
He also said that people would tell themselves that the
wastes sent to the sea were not causing any problem, but
the truth was that most of them were staying in the harbor.
“Harbor was a very unpopular place to be,” said Crystal
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Aiken, the new Climate Change Fellow of The Boston
Harbor Association.
David Massone was walking on the beach and he
stepped in human poop. He and the city of Quincy filed
a lawsuit in 1982, forcing Massachusetts was to properly
take care of the waste that was coming to the harbor.
In 1973, the Boston Shipping Association formed a
non-profit organization, The Boston Harbor Association
(TBHA), to clean the harbor up. Thousands of people put
their efforts and millions of dollars were collected to clean
the harbor. The Boston Harbor became one of the cleanest
harbors in the country.
According to Will Clark, of the Save The Harbor/Save
The Bay, the harbor has 80 percent cleaner water now.
Clark also said that now there are many forms of marine
life, for example jellyfish and seals.
The Metropolitan District Hartford is a non-profit organization that conducts and detects possible health risks
in the water.
TBHA runs the Harbor Bound, when groups of high
school students go to the Deer Island and Spectacle Island
to the Waste Water Treatment Facility and learn history
about the clean up and the process of cleaning the water.
“More people are attracted to harbor,” said Clark.
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Peter Shelley, a senior counsel at the Conservation Law
Foundation.
According to Shelley, the fishermen were drastically decreasing fish population in the ocean. To keep the balance of
marine life in the ocean, a limit was the only alternative left.
“If my company’s boat goes out fishing and catches 6,500
pounds of cod tomorrow, our boats are tied down, we can’t
go fishing again until January next year,” said Patania.
According to Clark, other marine life are found more frequently in the Harbor now that it has been restored. But this
has developed into a problem for fishermen.
“Our biggest problem is the seals,” said Patania.
Since the Harbor has been established, the fish and local
wildlife are healthier, and there is also an improvement in
local leisure fishing, according to Clark. However, Boston’s
fishing industry has taken a big hit; not only has consumption rate decreased, there has also been an increase in the
prices of fish in the markets.
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Conservation efforts along the waterfront have increased
recreational fishing.
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The Harbor’s come a long way

By Alex Paduch

Lighting the way

W

hen asked to characterize a lighthouse, most people would describe the bright light guiding ships to
shore. Here at the NEHSJC, we decided to name
this year’s publication after the lighthouse, a timeless piece
of sea lore that has led ships safely home for centuries.
With the changes in news mediums in recent years, it is
important to work not only in print, but in online formats,
often including video, audio and visuals all tied into one
story. The Lighthouse encompasses this new age in journalism, diversifying the way news is delivered. Containing it
in a controlled stream of facts at the same time is critical;
similar to the way the broad swath of light from a lighthouse is contained in a single beam.

In addition to the light itself, lighthouses must be strong
to endure the harsh coastal weather they encounter year
round. An informed populace is the backbone of a strong
society, and The Lighthouse aims to keep citizens wellversed. A society that ignores what is happening around it
is one that is doomed to fail.
The Lighthouse staff is comprised of a group of young
people that hope to keep the world informed for decades
to come, whether it’s through writing, photography, or appearing on a broadcast news program. The world of the
media may be changing, but there will always be news. In
fact, there is more news and more ways to report it than
ever before, ensuring the mission of The Lighthouse will
continue long past its publication.

Supportive mentors and programs
help students achieve
By Emmanuel Dolin and Alice Xiao

A

merica is known as the land of opportunity and education. The New England High School Journalism
Collaborative (NEHSJC) represents that quite well.
Since 1987, the program has brought in teenagers from all
over the Greater Boston area and immerses them in the
field of journalism for a week at Regis College in Weston
and at The Boston Globe.
Through workshops with professional journalists,
hands-on interviewing, and intense writing sessions,
NEHSJC provides an unparalleled experience for its students. We’ve learned how to write and edit stories, but more
importantly, we’ve gained firsthand knowledge of what it’s
like to be a journalist. There’s no high school classroom
replacement for the rush of getting your first street interview, talking to a Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist, or telling an important story to hundreds or thousands of people
through an article.
The program is supported by many people who work
in the field of journalism. Other than introducing young
adults to the career, NEHSJC opens doors and leads its stu-
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ABout us

Over the course of a week, 13 students from 9
different high schools across New England have
worked rigorously to produce The Lighthouse.
During the course of the New England High
School Journalism Collaborative (NEHSJC), we
have worked with writing coaches and editors and
learned skills from lectures about today’s world
and how it affects us.
Celebrating its 26th year, NEHSJC welcomes
new students to the program. This program offers
outstanding opportunities and allows its students
to encounter professionals who they would not have
worked with otherwise. Each year resident assistants give back to the program after having been
involved in it.
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dents to the professional world. Students who were in the
program years ago now work for newspapers across the
country, including The Boston Globe.
“I was in the program in 2009, and it definitely helped
me to get into the Globe,” said Lorenzo Recupero, who now
works as an intern in the sports department.
Liz Torres, another past student of the program, now
covers high school sports at The Boston Globe. Corey J.
Allen, a 2000 alumnus, now works in the Boston Public
School system.
The workshop is much more than just a weeklong program. It expands high school students’ horizons and gives
them opportunities that they most likely didn’t have have
before, preparing them for the professional world. There
should be many more of these kinds of programs so that
young adults can experience and know much more about
a career that they’re interested in.
The question of how to best educate the world’s youth
may be in part answered by programs such as NEHSJC. If
Americans want a bright future for their country, it would
be in their best interest to invest in such programs.
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Faces of The Lighthouse
Nireida Pontes

Laura Kenney

Nireida Pontes is a go-getter. This 17-year-old rising senior at
Boston International has a brag sheet most adults can’t claim.
Along with being a published author, she is fluent in three languages and is pursuing a career in journalism or pediatrics.
Any office she enters will appreciate her humor and good nature. By Alex Paduch

Laura Kenney, a 16-year-old rising junior, has an adventurous
soul and is a perfect example of creative artists of her generation. Her passion for writing has led her to become involved in
the Tauntonian newspaper. Her passion for creative writing has
her picking up a pen whenever she can. By Robert Templehof
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Jaimee Goss

Jailene Paz

Jaimee Goss is a motivated student. An incoming senior at
Fitchburg High School, her first love is taking pictures, writing
is her second. In school, she excels in English. Whether Jaimee
ends up taking pictures of the latest story or writes articles, she
will be successful. By Alex Paduch

Jailene Paz, a 17-year-old rising senior at Chelsea High School
of Puerto Rican and Salvadoran ancestry, enjoys reading and
spending time with friends and family. She also loves cheering on her teammates at track meets and learning languages
and cultures. Her dream is to travel the world and learn people’s stories. By Mike Skerrett
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Mike Skerrett

Georgina Asadu

Mike Skerrett, 17, joined NEHSJC because as the editor-inchief of Boston Latin School’s newspaper, he is constantly
trying to expand his editorial skills. He aspires to become a
well-known and respected comedian. To see more of the magic
behind Mike check out his YouTube channel Immikeskerrett.
By Jailene Paz

Georgina Asadu, 17, lived in Ghana until seventh grade. She
speaks English and Twi. Asadu writes for the newspaper as
a rising senior at Burncoat High School in Worcester. “I got
into journalism this year and I want to be a good writer,” said
Asadu. She also loves biology. By Alice Xiao
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Alex Paduch

Cynthia Nguyen

Five days out of the week you will find Alex Paduch playing
the drums. The Beatles’ drummer Ringo Starr is Alex’s biggest influence. Alex, a Middleboro High graduate, loves to
play soccer and to write. He has been accepted into Lyndon
State College for broadcast journalism starting in the fall.
By Jaimee Goss and Nireida Pontes

Cynthia Nguyen, an incoming senior, is a very personable
and studious individual who enjoys a good laugh. An aspiring pharmacist, Cynthia also enjoys capturing memories with
photography. A youth group in which she participates has
made her outgoing and has made an everlasting, positive impact on her life. By Rachael Bavaro
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Alice Xiao

Emmanuel Dolin

Alice Xiao loves to read and write. A rising senior at Boston
Latin School, she has visited countries around the world and
learned their native languages. Her favorite book as a kid was
Howl’s Moving Castle. She can’t wait to go to college away
from Massachusetts. By Georgina Asadu

Emmanuel Dolin, 19, is an aspiring writer born in Port au
Prince, Haiti. He loves the arts, music by Rihanna, dramatic
movies and books with his favorite book being the Canterbury
Tales by Geoffrey Chaucer. He is currently working on his
own fantasy fiction novel. By Jessica Simpson
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Rachael Bavaro

Robert Templehof

Rachael Bavaro, 17, an upcoming senior, has a friendly personality, loves animals, and gets along with people. She
loves English, has a passion for film producing, and wants to
major in communications. Rachael’s dream school is Arcadia
University. One thing that has changed her is Camp RYLA, a
Rotary Youth Leadership Award camp. By Cynthia Nguyen

Robert Templehof, 17, pursues many interests, including playing piano, reading Poe, and acting. Robert was recently introduced to the intense world of newspaper writing, but this
senior doesn’t let this unfamiliarity intimidate him. Robert
prefers the flexibility of feature stories. He is also the president of his school’s drama club. By Laura Kenney
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Jessica Simpson
Jessica Simpson, 18, was born in Boston, and she has always
been interested in reading books and poetry. Her favorite
writer is Alice Walker, author of The Color Purple. Jessica
graduated from Taunton High School and will major in
communications and journalism in the fall at Quinnipiac
University. By Emmanuel Dolin

For the full bios, go to:
www.nehsjc.org/lighthouse
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Aquatic
amusement: leisure
on the waterfront
By Laura Kenney

A

board the Columbia Point, UMass Boston’s
cruise boat, passengers sat munching on their
lunches peacefully, when a nearby horn blared,
alongside the growl of an unfamiliar engine. Passengers
peered over to the boat’s right, where a neon orange
speedboat rushed by in the opposite direction, its riders
whooping and hollering. Once they passed, peace was
reinstated and the water settled once more. This spontaneous greeting was met with momentary intrigue,
and then passengers resumed crunching into their
apples, listening to the cruise’s narration.
The Columbia Point, which departs on Mondays at
noon, traverses the Harbor on a journey that lasts just
over one hour. The cruise is just one of many activities for locals and tourists to take advantage of in the
Boston Harbor.

“The Boston Harbor and islands are
a national treasure,” said O’Sullivan.
“If you meet tourists, they love it.”
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The Hubway: Aquarium Station bike-sharing system is one of 72 locations in Boston.

Making way on the Hubway
By Rachael Bavaro

T

he Hubway gives you the opportunity to explore Boston
while avoiding preordained
stops on state transit. The bicycle
sharing system is part of a larger effort to grant people access to areas
such as the waterfront, which includes water and train transportation.
The city’s program began in 2011
and now has 72 Hubway stations, according to Scott Mullen, general manager of Hubway. It is the latest form of
transportation serving the waterfront,
which includes MBTA’s Silver Line,
water taxi, and commuter ferry. The
efforts have sparked some controversy and have drawn mixed reviews.
“A lot of my friends use the
[Hubway]. I think it’s a good system,
especially for Boston; you get to see
everything,” said Vaske Progri, a firsttime Hubway user, said as he prepared to rent a bike at Faneuil Hall.
“It’s a lot healthier than taking the T.”
Bicycling is not the only form of
transit on the waterfront. Busiest in
the summer, Boston City Water Taxi
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operates all-year round. The taxi offers direct service to the entire waterfront, making all areas highly
accessible, according to the taxi’s official website and a company official.
Boston Harbor Cruises operates
several of the MBTA commuter boat
services, which carry thousands of
passengers to and from their destinations every day. These public ferries
can hold about 200 people, according to National Park Service ranger
Wesley Thompson. MBTA’s Silver
Line runs from Logan Airport to
South Station, granting tourists access to the waterfront.
As popularity for bicycling grows,
controversy continues to increase,
with officials such as House Rep.
Steven Howitt noting in a recent public hearing that more bicyclists are
running stop signs and lights. June
26th was the first of several hearings
to discuss the proposal of two bicycle
bills: The Act to Protect Vulnerable
Road Users, and The Act to Protect
Bicyclists in Bicycle Lanes. If the Act
to Protect Vulnerable Road Users is

passed, the legislation would require
motorists who kill or severely injure
a vulnerable user to pay additional
fines and perform community service. A vulnerable user is defined as
someone who is at greater risk than
vehicle occupants and usually bears
the greatest injury.
“I’m very leary. I don’t feel comfortable with them. You never know what
they’re gonna do,” said James Langan
Jr., 67, of Somerville. “You can’t be
looking at everything. I’ve seen bikes
go right through crosswalks and stop
signs.”
Another Hubway rider, a visiting
tourist, liked the program overall, but
didn’t like the limited amount of time
with the bikes.
“It’s fun. The only thing is that
every 30 minutes you have to return
the bike to different stations, so it’s
not like you ride the bike and return it
anywhere,” said the first-time rider at
the Aquarium station Hubway.
“You have to be on top of the time
so they don’t charge you additional
fees.”

“We wouldn’t have a lot of things to do [without
the water],” said Callie Hess, a young girl who rode
the boat with her brother, Caleb, and great aunt, Mary
Beth O’Sullivan. “It’d just be another city.”
O’Sullivan visits the Harbor at least once a week
and frequently brings her niece and nephew.
“[The waterfront] is fun and cool and nice,” Callie
enthused, her ponytail bouncing with her nod.
The other 80 passengers seemed to enjoy the ride
also, leaning against the railing to observe the armies
of sailboats facing the docks.
“The Boston Harbor and islands are a national treasure,” said O’Sullivan. “If you meet tourists, they love it.”
Captain Chris Sweeney has noticed the popularity
of the cruise in mid-summer.
“These kinds of cruises in July, we probably fill to
capacity four times,” he said.
Another popular location for leisure is the
HarborWalk, a pathway that stretches across the waterfront, allowing for easy access to entertainment
and recreation.
“There are all sorts of restaurants, shops, museums,
and galleries,” said Damen Erf, an intern at The Boston
Harbor Association. He and other interns work for the
“Summer on the Waterfront” campaign, a promotional
campaign for events and businesses near the water.
Currently stretching 40 of its planned 43 miles,
the HarborWalk allows people to access amusements
along the entire coast.
“It’s a perfect link to everything,” said intern Bryce
Jones.
The HarborWalk has brought recreation-seeking
Bostonians to the waterfront, where they can be
found jogging, walking their dogs, and strolling to the
nearby museums and attractions.
One such attraction, the Institute of Contemporary
Art, is hosting three months of waterfront activities in
the program “The Art of Summer.”
According to the Institute’s Boston website, events
include “Harborwalk Sounds,” described as “live music
on the waterfront.” The Institute of Contemporary Art
is also hosting “DJs on the Harbor” and the pop-up
oyster bar presented by Island Creek Oysters. All of
these events will attract locals in search of relaxation
and bring Bostonians closer to the waterfront.
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Immigration debate
hits home in Hub
By Jailene Paz

M

elania Bruno stood outside the
Immigration Detention Center
within the Suffolk County Jail
looking up past the bar windows into the
face of her beloved guitar player, while
singing an original hymn, her voice wavered with emotion.
“I’m here to support all the victims of this
injustice; my friend has been held in there
for nine months,” Bruno said in Spanish.
The country is dealing with a pivotal
moment in immigration history, echoing
past immigration through the city’s port.
The Senate and House of Representatives
are considering what is to be the first major
immigration law since 1986. However, the
stakes are much higher now that this reform is affecting not just three million undocumented migrants, like in 1986, but up
to 11 million today.
NumbersUSA states that 82 percent of
population growth in the U.S. is caused by
immigrants and their children. The organization points out the possible environmental impacts, the job competition with
unemployed Americans, and immigrants’
inability to pay taxes to cover the low-income benefits granted to them by the federal government.
According to a Boston Globe article
from December 2012, the Immigration and

Customs Enforcement arrests
10,000 immigrants daily. Some
of these detainees are criminals;
some are parents that have committed minor infractions. Criminal
or not, they can be detained for
weeks or months at a time, receiving the same type of treatment reserved for major offenders.
This is an issue that Bruno and
fellow protesters find disturbing.
“It’s insane that people who are
not even harming people at all
are being detained for no good
reason,” said Even Dunn, a student from New York State.
The need to ensure that these
immigrants are treated fairly is
what drove this group of approximately 90 demonstrators, diverse
in both age and ancestry, to withphoto credit: jaimee goss
stand intense heat and dehydraPeople
of
all
ages
and
ancestry
protesting
immigration
detention
at
Suffolk
County
Jail.
tion on Monday late afternoon.
They gathered on the side of the
jail bearing colorful posters consisting of
Although this issue is a current af- prison on Deer Island out in Boston Harbor,
encouraging phrases so that the detainees fair, it is nothing new. An example of im- which was in lamentable conditions, out of
could see them while they demanded atten- migration issues can be found in Robert fear that they could be communists.
tion from the neighboring traffic.
K. Murray’s book Red Scare: A Study In
“We need to remember that these peoOthers felt differently. “We ain’t hav- National Hysteria, 1919-1920, in which ple are workers, parents, and humans,”
ing this immigration s---,”said a Suffolk Murray states that during the Red Scare of said Lily Huang, a Jobs with Justice orgaCounty Jail officer, clearly annoyed with 1920, immigrants from towns like Boston, nizer. “This is not an abstract subject and it
the demonstration.
Chelsea and Portsmouth were shipped to a makes me very sad.”

Aquarium expansion aids wildlife, visitors
By Cynthia Nguyen

T

he New England Aquarium provides shelter for 30,000 animals. It’s
a global leader in ocean exploration
and marine conservation, and has been

working to protect ecosystems from human
impact and conserve threatened animals
and habitats for more than 20 years.
Tony LaCasse, Media Relations Director
and Spokesman at the New England

photo credit: alice xiao

This giant sea turtle weighs at least 500 lbs and lives in the New England Aquarium.
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Aquarium, said the conservation and research programs could protect the oceans
and counteract detrimental human impact.
The goal is to make the animals happy, and
to do that, these animals must be protected.
“There’s been a great decline in the seal
population over the past centuries,” said
LaCasse.
While at the aquarium, animals can be
safe, cleaned, fed and protected. Under federal law, injured seals must be brought to
the rehab center.
“There’s a huge difference between living in the wild versus being nurtured in the
aquarium,” said LaCasse.
The life span for animals living in the
aquarium is much longer than living in the
wild. The aquarium’s biologists have the
skills to develop good relations with the
animals, which will enable them to stimulate, and conserve themselves so that the
population will continue to grow. Through
these actions animals will be able to gain
knowledge much more easily which will
allow them to live longer and defend themselves from being killed by their predators,
according to LaCasse.
“It’s a huge challenge for the staff to rely
on the biologists for information in order for
them to treat the animal’s medicine requirements,” said LaCasse.
While the government demands a

steady supply of animals, they believe that
the healthier the animals are, the better
the business would be. The New England
Aquarium has developed a Sustainable
Seafood Program to promote the responsible management of their fishery resources
and provide support to regional and international fishing communities, industries and
organizations.
Global warming is a major problem for
the wildlife. There are animals and plants
disappearing from some places and appearing in other places.
“The plants and forests help create
soils, and watersheds, to capture carbon
that could increase global warming, “ said
Michael O’Connor.
“Animals, birds and fish need places to
live, eat, and raise their young,” explained
Miles Grant, a National Wildlife Federation’s
senior communications manager. In order
for the wildlife to thrive and survive, protection is needed.
“If we protect bald eagles, tourists will
come stay in local hotels and eat at local
restaurants, supporting local jobs and filling
government tax coffers. And if we protect
species like quail and salmon, we also get to
eat them,” said Grant.
These are the benefits of protecting the
wildlife, especially the economical benefits
that people might not see.
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Onto the blue: cleanliness,
ease of access draws
Bostonians onto the water
By Mike Skerrett

S

arah Nelson and Elizabeth Silletto,
two pink-faced teenagers eating
lunch in the shade of the trees along
the Charles River, are spending their days
doing something that would have been dangerously unsanitary 30 years ago. They are
sailing on the Charles River.
More than a decade after cleanup efforts
like the treatment plants at Deer Island
began to change the perception of Boston
water from uninviting and unfailingly
murky, the city’s visitors and residents alike
are headed back to the waterfront.
Nelson and Silletto, who attend Belmont
High and are spending their summer
days taking sailing classes at Community
Boating, Inc. understand the reputation
for pollution on the river but say it does not
bother them.
“I’m not going to die if I fall in,” says
Silletto. “But I might want to go home and
take a shower.”
Since 1985, when Boston was found to
be in violation of 1972’s Clean Water Act,
the Harbor and the Charles River have
taken major steps to shed the reputation for
“dirty water.” Years of subpar waste treatment systems made the water cloudy and
polluted, coating and deoxygenating the
Harbor until the Environmental Protection
Agency ordered a change. According to the

Massachusetts Water Resource
Authority, more than $3.8 billion
has been invested in cleanup efforts, which, along with nonprofits, have worked wonders on the
waterways, now called “a great
American jewel” by the EPA.
This comes as a welcome relief and inviting opportunity to
many, as the number of rentals of
kayaks, canoes, paddle boards,
sailboats and windsails has increased sharply. Companies like
Community Boating, Inc. and
Charles River Canoe & Kayak,
two organizations that provide
boats to interested watergoers, have seen a notable rise
in memberships over the past
photo credit: mike skerett
years. Sidaulia Benson, who has
A park off the Charles River offers rental boating equipment, one of many recreational locations on the
worked at Community Boating
waterfront.
for four years, said that the company was bringing in record
numbers of memberships, even
compared to last year.
for something to do where you don’t have of possible redesigning in East Boston and
The general manager of Charles River to go far,” he said. “Kids love being out in continued growth in South Boston that will
Canoe & Kayak, Mark Jacobson, said that the boats.”
give the public more access to the water.
the cleanup made a big difference. The onRenovated lock systems and the Fort
Until then, those who care about the
going projects in and around the Harbor, Point Channel have led to much greater Harbor will work towards the goal they
focusing on improving accessibility, further recreational traffic on Boston’s water. share: a future where the Standells’ song
contribute to the increasing popularity.
Jacobson said that his hopes for the future lyric “Love that dirty water” is ancient
“We get a lot of young people looking of the Boston Harbor are bright, speaking history.

Hub history comes alive
By Robert Templehof

T

he British officer stood by the windowsill, stern and refined, peering down at
the Boston Harbor. His beaming red coat
reflected the anger that had overwhelmed him
when he spotted the rabble rousers scurrying out
of the waterfront. He burst open the doors and
shouted at the rebellious colonists for their heinous crime against the English Empire.
The man described above is Boston Tea Party
Ships & Museum reenactor, Harry Aspinwall
from Cambridge who has been working at the
museum since it first opened. Recently revived
after a fire incident, the museum is booming with
business.
“Our message is the single most important
event leading to the Revolution,” said Aspinwall.
And he’s right. The Boston Tea Party is still
inspiring its followers to defend their rights and
make a change. Some of these Americans are the
members of the Tea Party Patriots and American
Sons of Liberty, who claim to be pro-constitutional conservatives.
“There’s no museum that says specifically Liberty Riots Museum, Stamp Act Riots
Museum… The Boston Tea Party, you know,
that’s an event. That’s one of these worship moments a lot of people connect to. People still connect to it to this day,” said Faneuil Hall Park guide
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Richard Hoiles.
Little did the Sons of Liberty know, they would
be remembered, not for decades to come, but
centuries. Their inspirational accomplishment
leaves some Americans patriotic, giving them
courage to pursue their rights. The mission of
the Tea Party Patriots and the American Sons of
Liberty is to defend the rights of the people. The
Tea Party Patriots are focusing on the disposal
of Amnesty and Obamacare, believing that they
are corrupt and a waste of American tax dollars.
“The revolution is in the hearts and the eyes
of the people. That’s the revolution,” said Hoiles.
The Sons of Liberty were everyday people. It
was their pursuit of happiness that kindled their
flame for freedom, but unlike the other attempts
for revolution, they approached the issue non-violently. Today, the Tea Party Patriots and American
Sons of Liberty use non-violence through politics
in order to try and make change for what they
believe is justice.
“You look at violence and non-violence… the
way change happens,” said Erica Lindamond, education director at the Old South Meeting House.
The Boston Tea Party was one of the strongest
contributing factors to the American Revolution.
The heroic everyday men who risked their lives
are still with us today, in every American who is
willing to stand their ground against oppression.

photo credit: jaimee goss

LEFT: Harry Aspinwall performs as a Redcoat shouting at the Sons of Liberty after
they dumped tea in the harbor. RIGHT: Audrey Stuck-Girard, a reenactor at the
Boston Tea Party Ships & Museum, addresses the unfair taxes.

“Our message is the single most important event
leading to the Revolution,” said Aspinwall.
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